
For the 2-phaae BCCD'•. we use the following set of data: TV, Comp, 

and also the total electric field as a parameter. Each solution of the 

Poisson equation gives the values of the •aximum·aignal charge which can be 

stored. Then a set of curves is.drawn for a value of h0 x. This study has 

also been performed for different values of xj. (see fig.I). 

The behaviour of a 4-phaae BCCD'a is also given through the variation 

of xj !! TV (the parameter of the aet of curves is the electric field). 

1ee fig.2. These n11111erical results indicate that r•ducing both xj and h0 x 

i•plies an increase in the storable signal ch:rge. Whe~ keeping constant the 

electric field, the reduction of h0 x from 1400A to 400A causes the signal 

charge to be nearly twice more important. The same result is obtained when 

the juncti<>n depth x. is decreased from 0,9 t<> 0,3 11m·. 
J 

Jn or<l~r to appr{'ciate th~ effect 0! tl\c ~ate width r~ductjnn (f 10~ 

'>0 to ~pm). ('Ill the pott'ntial well m:tJ,tnituJf! \TM' tht• 2-U PoisSl"fl em1.aLi<'n has 

ht"i~n ~olv~d nonn.1lly to the transfer dirc·cti('tl. The~f" calculations showan im

P"rtanl r~ductinn of VM .:ich c<>uld rcilrh n:;. •• S»on aR the r.atc ... idth w 

t>e<'<>nie~ l,.~,., th:rn 20 ""'· 
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'ZOMBIE' --- a coupled process - device ai•~lator 
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The ainiaturization of integrated. circuits requires 
i•proved physical models to deecribe the redistribution of 
the iapuritiea during 0Xi4ation, diffusion and annealing 
li.tepa. Second order effect.a have become iapar:tant since 
.the deviation from the desired impurity profi1e of several 
thenth of a aicron can have a decisive influence on the 
device perforaance. 

succeeding device aiaulat~on can •erify the 
improvements of aodf ications of the proceea parameters on 
the electric device perforaaqce. 

Thia situation incited us 
proceaa-device aiaulator 'ZOMBIE'. 

to de•elop t.he coupled. 
Thia prograa package 
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is able to cover improved models for process (and device) 

simulation and permits in a fairly simple way the exchange 

or lllOdificatio~ of the model. 'ZOMBIE' is therefore a 

suitable tool ~or the development and verification of 

up-to-date process llOdels. 

As an example of the capabilities of our progrlUl we 

simulate the fabrication and the electric characteristic 
+ + ," . + 

of a simple n -p-p diode. The n layer is aade by a high 

dose arsenic ion• implantation. Accurate simulation 

requires a dynamic cluster llOdel to obtain realistic 

values of the electrical active arsenic concentrations. + . 
The p domain is fabricated by a predeposition. Here a 

high level of numerical methods, e.g. the fully adaptive 

grid, is essential for an accurate simulation of the 

process. 

The transient device simulation of the n+-p-p+ diode 

shows- the capabilities of the device simulator. The 

device can be simulated voltage controlled, ·current 

controlled or within a simple circuit. 

The numerical background which enables the user to 

perform these computations 

without any user interaction. 

are the discretization of 

is system provided and works 

The most important features 

the partial differential 

equations, the fully adaptive 

automatic time step control. The 

will be discussed roughly and 

simulation examples. 
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spatial grid and the 

numerical strategies 

explained by the upper 

A FINITE ELEMENT MODEL FOR CLASSICAL LOSSES IN AMORPHOUS LAMINATIONS 
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On account of the increasing use of magnetic amorphous alloys in elec

trical machinery, it is important to verify the possibility of evaluating 

the magnetic losses in such materials. To this purpose the paper presents 

a first approach for computing classical losses in nonlinear indefinite 


